5 February
Norma Moruzzi, Associate Professor, Gender and Women’s Studies & Political Science, University of Illinois at Chicago
“Being a Public Woman: Spaces of Possibility, Spaces of Risk in Contemporary Iran”

19 February
Arzoo Osanloo, Associate Professor, Law, Societies, and Justice Program, University of Washington
“Preserving Right, Forgiving Wrong: Legal Enactments of Mercy in Iranian Criminal Sanctions”
co-sponsored by New York University

1 April
Houchang Chehabi, Professor of International Relations and History, Boston University
“Culture Wars and Dual Society in Iran”

15 April
Tanya Lawrence, PhD Candidate in History, Yale University (introduction by Abbas Amanat)
“An Age of Vernacular Cosmopolitanisms: The Iranian Community of the Late Ottoman Empire”

*22 April @ Room 105, 10 Sachem
Rose Wellman, Anthropologist and Postdoctoral Researcher, Princeton University
“Feeding Moral Relations: The Making of Kinship and Nation in Iran”